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As we progress into this new century I strongly
suspect that the control of water will be by
electronic solenoids like our dishwashers and
washing machines. Taps will disappear and we will
be left holding remote controls or prodding
steamy screens.
Taps therefore as we know them today may have
existed for only around a century and are
perhaps destined like the horse and carriage to
disappear into the mists of nostalgia.
I have therefore taken on the task of researching
this century of taps and selecting the great
classics from each decade. From their domestic
origins in the late Victorian era through the
mechanical angularity of the Edwardians, the
curvaceous turn of the century French, the
colonial twenties, the Deco thirties, the streamline
fifties, the starry sixties to the nineteen seventies
when it all seemed to begin again.
Each decade has been carefully considered and
researched. I have visited many museums,
countless salvage yards and been unexpectedly
welcomed into castles, cottages and dealers’ dens.
It has mostly been a journey of joy. One develops
a passion for the chase, unearthing sometimes at
great length at other times in an unexpected
instant these forgotten art forms of history.
But what does a true classic mean and how does
a design become a classic. Foremost it stands the
test of time, it is popular, a design which sold well
in its day and continued to be demanded and of
course it worked, it functioned, it did its job.
Beautiful products, beautifully made, beautifully
practical and still beautiful today.
All the taps I chose were still in working order,
maybe in need of some grease or new washers
but functioning even after in some cases a 100
years. These are art forms – sculptures not only
for the eye but also for the hand – they look
right and feel right.
This is of necessity a work in progress, first and
foremost, because as you will see it did not stop
with taps. Today we don’t buy baths we buy
bathrooms so ceramic chinaware, accessories,
lighting, baths and showers had to be added to
complete each period. There are still gaps in some
ranges and new decades will be added as
production allows.
In the meantime I offer the results of my labours
todate – ‘A century of classics’ – the story of
a hundred years of bathrooms. You are currently
holding ‘1900 Classic’ – which is one in a series
of eight brochures.
I sincerely hope some of the pleasure I received
from discovering and developing these products
is transferred as you use these fabulous classics of
the last century.
christo lefroy brooks
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Above: LB 1422 Classic Basin
Pillar Taps (1 Pair).

Facing Page Opposite: WL 1220
Three Hole Basin Mixer with
White Levers and Pop-up Waste.

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.
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Right: LB 1230 Classic Tubular
Three Hole Basin Mixer with
Click-up Waste. Also available
WL 1230 with White Levers.

Below: WL 1228 Three Hole
Basin Mixer with White Ceramic
Levers, Mackintosh Spout and
Pop-up Waste.

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.

basin taps
Above: LB 1216 Edwardian
Three Hole Basin Mixer with
Pop-up Waste.
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Below: LB 1195 Classic Bidet Monobloc
with Pop-up Waste. Also available
LB 1185 Classic Basin Monobloc
with Pop-up Waste and WL 1185 Basin
Monobloc with White Ceramic Levers.

Above: WL 8030 Classic White Ceramic Lever
Basin Pillar Taps with Long Nose (1 Pair).
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bidet

Right: WL 1517 Classic Basin Bridge Mixer with
White Ceramic Levers and 91⁄2″ Spout.

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.

bridge
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connaught handles

Facing Page Left:
CL 1224 Connaught
Lever Three Hole
Basin Mixer with
Pop-up Waste.

Below: CL 1230
Tubular Connaught
Lever Mixer with
Click-up Waste.

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.

Above: CH 1224 Connaught
Three Hole Basin Mixer with
Handwheels and Pop-up Waste.
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Left: GD 8704 Exposed
Godolphin Thermostatic
Valve with Riser Kit,
Handset, Lever Diverter,
8” Rose and Adjustable
Riser Pipe Bracket.

classic showers

Right: GD 8725 Exposed
Dual Control Godolphin
Thermostatic Mixing Valve
with Top Return Bend to
Wall for Concealed
Shower Outlet.

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.
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Above: LB 1771 Eight Jet
Brunswick Adjustable Head
with Shower Arm.
Below: GD 8800 Archipelago
Thermostatic Shower Mixing
Valve.

archipelago

Below: GD 8711 Concealed
Thermostatic Mixing Valve with
Sliding Rail and Shower Kit
shown with LB 2136 Handset
(Optional choice of Handset to
be ordered separately).

Right: GD 8810 Archipelago
Thermostatic Bath and
Shower Mixing Valve shown
with LB 1774 8″ Rose
(Optional choice of Headset
to be ordered separately).

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.
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thermostatic

Left: GD 8823 Exposed
Thermostatic Bath and
Shower Valve with Cradle
and Classic Handset.
Available Wall or Deck
Mounted.
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Right: LB 4960 Edwardian
Over Bath Rack with Mirror
shown with LB 8624 Classic
Single Ended Bath.

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.

b a t h
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Right: LB 1250 Classic Four
Hole Bath Set with Diverter
and Pull-out Hand Shower.

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.
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standpipes
Top Left: LB 1107 Classic Deck
Mounted Bath Filler.
Top Right: LB 1450 Long Nose
Bath Pillar Taps (1 Pair).

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.

Above: LB 1152 Classic
Concealed Wall Mounted Bath
Filler.
Above Right: LB 1100 Classic
Deck Mounted Bath Shower
Mixer. Also available LB 1166
for Wall Mounting.
Facing Page Right: LB 1144
Classic Bath Shower Mixer
with Standpipes.
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all products available in silver nickel, chrome, antique gold or satin nickel finish

PHOTOGRAPHY BY ANTHONY PERKINS

Below: WL 1100 Classic Deck Mounted Bath Shower Mixer with White Ceramic Levers.

LB 1220

WL 1220

LB 1230

classic three hole

classic white lever three

tubular three

basin mixer

hole basin mixer

hole basin mixer with

with pop-up waste

with pop-up waste

click-up waste

WL 1228

LB 1216

WL 1216

mackintosh white lever

edwardian

edwardian white lever

three hole basin mixer

three hole basin

three hole basin

with pop-up waste

mixer with pop-up waste

mixer with pop-up waste

WL 1224

LB 1212

LB 1422

connaught three hole basin mixer

classic wall mounted

classic basin pillar taps

with white levers and pop-up

three hole basin mixer

waste (also available with

( 1 pair) also available
with white ceramic lever handles

levers

crosshead handles lb 1224 )

Lefroy Brooks
manufacture
the range of
flat white Metro
Tiles seen
throughout this
brochure.

WL 8022

WL 8030

classic white lever

classic white lever

short nose

basin pillar taps ( 1 pair)

basin pillar taps with

pillar taps ( 1 pair)

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.
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LB 1135

classic cloakroom

long nose ( 1 pair)

WL 1230

WL 9007

WL 1518

tubular white lever three

classic basin bridge mixer

classic wall basin bridge mixer with

hole basin mixer

with white levers and 6.5″ spout

white levers and 9.5″ spout

with click-up waste

(also available wall mounted wl 9008 )

(also available deck mounted wl 1517 )
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LB 1185

WL 1195

LB 1189

LB 1154

WL 1250

LB 1250

classic basin monobloc

classic bidet monobloc with

connaught basin monobloc

classic bath pillar

classic white lever

classic four hole bath

with pop-up waste

white levers and pop-up waste

with classic hand wheels

taps ( 1 pair)

four hole bath set with diverter

set with diverter

(also available with white levers wl 1185)

(also available with cross handles lb 1195 )

and pop-up waste

and pull-out shower

and pull-out shower

LB 1199

WL 1461

LB 1107

WL 8054

LB 1280

WL 1232

connaught bidet monobloc

classic bidet three hole with white

classic deck mounted

classic white lever

hampton five hole bath set with

hampton three hole basin mixer with

with classic hand wheels

levers, ascending spray and pop-up waste

bath filler (also available

bath pillar taps

diverter and pull-out hand shower

white levers and pop-up waste

and pop-up waste

(also available with cross handles lb 1461)

as wall mounted lb 1151 )

( 1 pair)

(also available with lever handles wl 1280)

(also available with cross handles lb 1232)

WL 1151

LB 1450

WL 1152

LB 2189

LB 1100

LB 1166

classic white lever wall

classic long nose

classic white lever concealed

classic bibcock globe

classic deck mounted bath

classic wall mounted

mounted bath filler (also

bath pillar taps ( 1 pair)

wall bath filler (also available

taps ( 1 pair)

shower mixer

bath shower mixer

available as deck mounted wl 1107 )

with cross handles lb 1152 )

WL 1100

classic deck mounted bath
shower mixer with white levers
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WL 1166

LB 1144

WL 1144

LB 1745

LB 1701

WL 1701

classic wall mounted

classic bath shower mixer with

classic white lever bath shower

classic deck mounted bath

classic bath shower mixer

classic white lever bath shower

shower mixer

with riser kit, lever diverter,

mixer with riser kit, lever diverter,

(also available wall mounted lb 1705 )

(also available lb 1700 with 5 ″ rose)

(also available wl 1700 with 5 ″ rose)

bath shower

standpipes (also available lb 1145

mixer with standpipes (also

mixer with white ceramic

with adjustable standpipes for

available wl 1145 adjustable

levers

mounting under bath rim)

for mounting under bath rim)

with riser and 8 ″ rose

hand shower and 8 ″ rose

hand shower and 8 ″ rose
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GD 8700

GD 8725

GD 8706

GD 8715

GD 8714

GD 8713

exposed dual control

exposed dual control godolphin

concealed godolphin

concealed godolphin thermostatic

concealed godolphin thermostatic

concealed godolphin thermostatic

godolphin thermostatic

thermostatic mixing valve with top

thermostatic mixing

mixing valve with four body jets

mixing valve with

mixing valve with four body jets

mixing valve

return bend to wall for shower outlet

shower valve

and sliding rail

four body jets and sliding rail

and classic handset

(order handset separately)

(order headset and handset separately)

(order headset separately)

GD 8705

GD 8823

GD 8712

GD 8804

GD 8802

GD 8803

exposed godolphin thermostatic valve

exposed thermostatic bath

concealed godolphin

archipelago thermostatic mixing valve,

archipelago thermostatic valve, flow

archipelago thermostatic

with cradle, sliding rail and classic

and shower valve with cradle

thermostatic mixing valve with

flow controls, sliding rail and shower

control, sliding rail and shower kit

mixing valve, flow controls,

handset (also available gd 8720 with

and classic handset (available

classic handset and shower kit

kit (order head & handset separately)

(order handset separately)

classic handset and shower kit

out cradle and with optional handset)

wall or deck mounted)

(order headset separately)

also available gd 8805 with body jets

GD 8711

GD 8800

GD 8801

WL 5001

LB 1702

LB 1742

concealed thermostatic

archipelago thermostatic

archipelago thermostatic

bath flow contol valve

edwardian riser soap

body jet set

mixing valve with sliding rail

mixing shower valve

valve and flow control

(also available wl 5002 for jets,

dish

( 1 pair)

(order headset separately)

wl 5003 for head and

and shower kit
(order handset separately)

wl 5004 for hand)

GD 8701

GD 8703

GD 8824

GD 8821

GD 8822

exposed godolphin thermostatic

exposed godolphin thermostatic valve

exposed thermostatic bath and mixing

exposed thermostatic bath shower

exposed thermostatic bath shower

exposed thermostatic valve with 5″ rose,

and adjustable riser pipe bracket

5 ″ rose and adjustable riser pipe bracket

adjustable riser pipe bracket

adjustable riser pipe bracket

riser bracket (order handset separately)

valve with riser, 5 ″ apron rose

(also available gd 8702 with 8 ″ rose)
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(order headset separately)

with riser kit, handset, lever diverter,
(also available gd 8704 with 8 ″ rose)

valve, riser kit, handset, lever diverter,

5 ″ rose and adjustable riser pipe bracket

(also available gd 8825 with 8 ″ rose)

mixer with riser kit, 5 ″ rose and

(available wall or deck mounted)

mixer with riser kit, 8 ″ rose and

(available wall or deck mounted)

GD 8723

wall bracket, diverter and adjustable
also available gd 8724 with 8″ rose
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LB 2136

classic porcelain handled 2.5 ″ rose

handset (also available lb 2141 ‘hotel’

LB 2137

LB 2138

LB 1517

LB 1518

WL 1550

carlton 3 -function hydro

dbx- 3 function hydro

classic deck mounted kitchen

classic wall mounted kitchen

white ceramic lever

turbo hand shower

turbo hand shower

bridge mixer

bridge mixer

kitchen monobloc
mixer

handset with impact resistant handle)

classic 5 ″ rose with short arm (330 mm)

classic 8 ″ rose with short arm ( 330 mm)

LB 1776

WL 1517

WL 1518

LB 1507

dbx 3 -function hydro turbo

classic deck mounted kitchen bridge

classic wall mounted kitchen

classic kitchen

suitable for cubicle showers

massage shower head

mixer with white ceramic levers

bridge mixer with ceramic levers

monobloc mixer

(order lb 1773 with 490 mm arm for

(order lb 1775 with 490 mm arm

with 165 mm shower arm

bath showers)

for bath showers)

LB 1772

suitable for cubicle showers
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LB 1774

LB 1777

LB 1779

LB 1771

LB 1560

WL 1560

WL 1590

green clean anti limescale

six jet brunswick adjustable

eight jet brunswick adjustable

classic three

classic three hole kitchen

white ceramic lever kitchen

shower head with

head with 170 mm

head with 170 mm

hole kitchen mixer

mixer with white

bibcock and pillars ( 1 pair)

165 mm shower arm

shower arm

shower arm

ceramic levers

(also available with handwheels lb 1590)

GD 8810

GD 8811

GD 8812

GD 8830

GD 8831

GD 8832

archipelago thermostatic bath

archipelago thermostatic bath

archipelago thermostatic bath

concealed thermostatic shower

concealed thermostatic shower

concealed thermostatic bath and

and shower mixing valve

and shower valve with sliding rail

and shower valve with

valve with manual bath fill

valve with manual bath fill

shower valve with classic handset

(optional headset to be

and shower kit (optional handset

classic handset

(optional headset to be ordered

and sliding rail

(optional headset to be ordered

ordered separately)

to be ordered separately)

(order headset separately)

separately)

(order handset separately)

separately)
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CH 1224

CH 1216

CH 1220

CHS 1189

CH 1461

CH 1107

connaught three hole basin

edwardian three hole basin

classic three hole basin

connaught basin monobloc with stay,

connaught three hole bidet with

connaught deck mounted

mixer with handwheels and

mixer with connaught

mixer with connaught handwheels

chain and waste kit (also available

ascending spray and pop-up waste

bath filler

pop-up waste

handwheels and pop-up waste

and pop-up waste

chs 1199 bidet monobloc with chain)

(also available ch 1462 european rim fill
version with pop-up waste)

CH 1232

CH 1212

CH 8022

CH 1151

CH 1280

CH 1250

hampton three hole basin

classic wall mounted

connaught basin

connaught wall mounted bath filler

connaught five hole bath set

connaught four hole bath

mixer with connaught handwheels

three hole basin mixer with

pillar taps

(also available che 1151 european

with diverter, pull-out hand shower

set with diverter and pull-out

and pop-up waste

connaught handwheels

( 1 pair)

version with eccentric wall fittings)

and hampton spout

hand shower

CH 8030

CH 1189

CH 1199

CH 8054

CH 1152

CH 1560

connaught long nose

connaught basin monobloc

connaught bidet monobloc

connaught bath pillar

connaught concealed wall

connaught kitchen three

basin pillar taps

with pop-up waste

with pop-up waste

taps ( 1 pair)

bath filler

hole mixer

( 1 pair)

CH 1100

CH 1517

CH 1518

connaught deck mounted bath

connaught kitchen bridge mixer

connaught kitchen bridge mixer

shower mixer

deck mounted

wall mounted

CH 1166

CH 1144

CH 1145

CH 1701

CH 1507

CH 1590

connaught wall mounted

connaught bath shower mixer

connaught bath shower

connaught bath shower mixer with

connaught kitchen monobloc

connaught kitchen

bath shower mixer (also available

with standpipes (also available

mixer with standpipe sleeves and

riser kit, lever diverter, hand

mixer (dual flow)

bibcock and pillar taps

che 1166 european version with

with extended legs lb 2119 )

adjustable baseplates for

eccentric wall fittings)
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rim mounting

shower and 8 ″ rose (also available
ch 1700 with 5 ″ rose)

( 1 pair)
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CL 1224

CL 1230

CL 1220

CL 1107

CL 1151

CL 8054

connaught lever three hole

tubular connaught

classic three hole basin

connaught lever deck

connaught lever wall mounted bath

connaught lever bath

basin mixer

lever mixer with click-up waste

mixer with connaught levers

mounted bath filler

filler (also available cle 1151 european

pillar taps

version with eccentric fittings)

( 1 pair)

with pop-up waste

and pop-up waste

CL 1232

CL 9007

CL 8022

CL 1250

CL 1280

CL 1517

hampton three hole basin

classic basin bridge

connaught lever basin

connaught lever four

connaught lever five hole bath

connaught lever

mixer with connaught levers

mixer with connaught levers

pillar taps

hole bath set with

set with diverter, pull-out hand shower

deck mounted kitchen

( 1 pair)

diverter and pull-out shower

and hampton spout

bridge mixer

and pop-up waste

( 6 1/ 2 ″ spout)

CL 8030

CL 1461

CL 1462

CL 1518

CL 1560

CL 1590

connaught lever long nose

connaught lever three hole

connaught lever two hole

connaught lever

three hole kitchen mixer

connaught kitchen bibcock

basin pillar taps

bidet tap with ascending spray

bidet tap with rim fill

wall mounted kitchen

with connaught

and pillars

(european version)

bridge mixer

levers

( 1 pair)

( 1 pair)

LB 7203

+ LB 7204

CL 1100

LB 4960

connaught lever deck mounted

edwardian over bath rack with mirror

ceramic basin with pedestal (the full

bath shower mixer

(the full range of classic accessories

range of lefroy brooks sanitaryware

is available in a separate brochure)

is available in a separate brochure)

CL 1166

CL 1144

CL 1145

CL 1701

LB 8622

LB 3202

connaught lever wall mounted

connaught lever bath shower

connaught bath shower

connaught lever bath shower mixer

classic double ended bath with

classic ball jointed cast iron radiator

bath shower mixer (also available

mixer with standpipes

mixer with standpipe sleeves and

with riser kit, lever diverter, hand

recessed tap ledge

(the full range of lefroy brooks

cle 1166 european version with

(also available

adjustable baseplates for

eccentric wall fittings)

with extended legs lb 2119 )

rim mounting

shower and 8 ″ rose (also available
cl 1700 with 5 ″ rose)

(the full range of lefroy brooks baths

towel warmers and radiators

is available in a separate brochure)

is available in a separate brochure)

all products available in silver nickel, chrome, antique gold or satin nickel finish
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(53)
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You are holding one of eight brochures that detail

The complete range of Taps, Showers, Baths, Chinaware,

the ‘Century of Classics’ Bathroom Range designed by Christo Lefroy Brooks.

Accessories, Lighting and Components can be found in the main Price List.

FOR ALL ENQUIRIES TELEPHONE

+44 1992 708316
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As we progress into this new century I strongly
suspect that the control of water will be by
electronic solenoids like our dishwashers and
washing machines. Taps will disappear and we will
be left holding remote controls or prodding
steamy screens.
Taps therefore as we know them today may have
existed for only around a century and are
perhaps destined like the horse and carriage to
disappear into the mists of nostalgia.
I have therefore taken on the task of researching
this century of taps and selecting the great
classics from each decade. From their domestic
origins in the late Victorian era through the
mechanical angularity of the Edwardians, the
curvaceous turn of the century French, the
colonial twenties, the Deco thirties, the streamline
fifties, the starry sixties to the nineteen seventies
when it all seemed to begin again.
Each decade has been carefully considered and
researched. I have visited many museums,
countless salvage yards and been unexpectedly
welcomed into castles, cottages and dealers’ dens.
It has mostly been a journey of joy. One develops
a passion for the chase, unearthing sometimes at
great length at other times in an unexpected
instant these forgotten art forms of history.
But what does a true classic mean and how does
a design become a classic. Foremost it stands the
test of time, it is popular, a design which sold well
in its day and continued to be demanded and of
course it worked, it functioned, it did its job.
Beautiful products, beautifully made, beautifully
practical and still beautiful today.
All the taps I chose were still in working order,
maybe in need of some grease or new washers
but functioning even after in some cases a 100
years. These are art forms – sculptures not only
for the eye but also for the hand – they look
right and feel right.
This is of necessity a work in progress, first and
foremost, because as you will see it did not stop
with taps. Today we don’t buy baths we buy
bathrooms so ceramic chinaware, accessories,
lighting, baths and showers had to be added to
complete each period. There are still gaps in some
ranges and new decades will be added as
production allows.
In the meantime I offer the results of my labours
todate – ‘A century of classics’ – the story of
a hundred years of bathrooms. You are currently
holding ‘1900 Black’ – which is one in a series
of eight brochures.
I sincerely hope some of the pleasure I received
from discovering and developing these products
is transferred as you use these fabulous classics of
the last century.
christo lefroy brooks
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Above: BK 4502 Classic Black Fine
Bone China Mug and Holder.

Opposite Page: BL 1220 Classic
Black Lever Three Hole Basin
Mixer with Pop-up Waste.

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.

lucca 2005
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taps

Below: BL 8725 Exposed Black
Lever Godolphin Thermostatic
Mixing Valve with Top Return
Bend to wall for concealed
shower outlet.

Left: BL 1517 Deck Mounted
Black Ceramic Lever Bridge Mixer.

Below: BL 1228 Mackintosh Black
Lever Three Hole Basin Mixer with
Pop-up Waste.

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.
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black showers

Right: BL 8704 Exposed Black
Lever Thermostatic Mixing
Valve with Riser Kit, Handset,
Lever Diverter and 8” Rose.

5

Left: BK 4511 Double
Robe Hook with Black
Ceramic Acorns.

Right: BL 1151 Classic
Wall Mounted Bath
Filler with Black Levers.

bath

Below: BL 5002 Shower
Body Jets Flow Control
Valve.

Above: BL 8717 Concealed Black Lever
Thermostatic Mixing Valve with Sliding
Rail and Handset.

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.
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Above Top: BL 1250 Classic Black
Lever Four Hole Bath Set with
Diverter and Pull-out Shower.

classic black

Above: BK 4505 Cast Brass Soap
Holder with Black Fine Bone
China Dish.
Left: BL 1144 Classic Black Lever
Bath Shower Mixer with Standpipes.

Above: BL 8823 Exposed Black Lever
Godolphin Thermostatic Bath and Shower
Valve with Cradle and Handset.
(Available Wall or Deck Mounted).

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY ANTHONY PERKINS

Left: BK 4507 Classic Large Bore (1”)
Black Stove Enamelled Towel Bar with
Large Backplates (Standard 20” Length),
BK 4508 for Extra Long 30”.

Page Opposite: BK 7303/BK 7304
Metropole Three Hole Basin and
Pedestal in Black with BL 1228
Mackintosh Black Lever Three Hole
Basin Mixer with Pop-up Waste
shown with assorted accessories
— see index.

Lefroy Brooks manufacture the
range of white Metro Tiles seen
throughout this brochure.

Left: BK 4513 Black Stove
Enamelled Grab Bar (15”) with
Large Backplates.

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.
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china blacks

Above: BK 4500 Black Ceramic Paper
Holder.
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BL 1220

BL 1228

BL 1224

BL 1107

BL 1250

BL 1152

classic black lever three

mackintosh black lever

connaught black lever

classic black lever bath filler

classic black lever

classic black lever concealed wall

hole basin mixer with

three hole basin

three hole basin

deck mounted (also available

four hole bath set with diverter

bath filler (also available bl 1212

pop-up waste

mixer with pop-up waste

mixer with pop-up waste

bl 1151 for wall mounting)

and pull-out shower

wall mounted basin filler)

BL 1216

BL 1230

BL 1517

BL 8700

BL 8725

BL 8706

edwardian black lever

tubular black lever

black lever bridge mixer

exposed black lever

exposed black lever godolphin

concealed black

godolphin thermostatic

thermostatic mixing valve

lever godolphin thermostatic

mixing valve

with top return bend

mixing valve

three hole basin mixer with

three hole basin

pop-up waste

mixer with click-up waste

bl 9007 with 6.5 ″ spout)

BL 1195

BL 1461

BL 8030

BL 8801

LB 1771

classic black lever bidet monobloc

classic black lever bidet

classic black lever long nose

archipelago thermostatic

classic eight jet brunswick

with pop-up waste

three hole with ascending spray

basin pillar taps (1 pair)

valve and black lever flow

adjustable head with

short arm (suitable for cubicle)

(also available bl 1185 basin

and pop-up waste

(also available bl 8054 bath

control (order shower

shower arm

also available lb 1774 classic

pillar taps — 1 pair)

headset separately)

monobloc with pop-up waste)

12

with 9 ″ spout (also available

MK 1774

mackintosh 8 ″ apron rose with

rose — see picture below

BL 1100

BL 1144

BL 8823

BL 8717

BL 8704

BL 8825

classic black lever

classic black lever bath shower mixer

exposed black lever

concealed black

exposed black lever thermostatic

exposed black lever thermostatic

bath shower mixer deck mounted

with standpipes (also available

godolphin thermostatic bath

lever thermostatic mixing valve

valve with riser kit, handset,

bath and shower valve with riser kit,

(also available bl 1166

bl 1145 with adjustable standpipes

and shower valve with

with sliding rail and

wall mounted)

for mounting under bath rim)

classic handset

handset

(also available bl 8703 with 5 ″ rose)

(also available bl 8824 with 5 ″ rose)

lever diverter and 8 ″ rose

handset, lever diverter and 8 ″ rose

13

BK 4502

BK 4505

BK 4500

LB 4000

LB 4009

LB 4004

black fine bone china mug

cast brass soap holder with

black ceramic paper

classic single wall bracket

classic opal tubular

classic ceiling light

and holder

black fine bone china dish

holder

wall light

with 10 ″ oval opal globe

BK 4513

BK 1307

BK 7303

BK 7301

BK 7304

black large bore (1″) stove

black stove enamelled

black ceramic

black metropole three hole

black metropole one hole

black pedestal for

also available bk 4508 long 30 ″

grab bar ( 15″ )

cistern lever handle

basin 24.5″ ( 620 mm )

basin 24.5″ ( 620 mm )

metropole basins

with large backplates

(complete)

BK

4507

with 6 ″ opal globe

enamelled towel rail (standard 20 ″)

two hole basin bk 7302 also available

BK 4503

BK 4511

BK 4512

BK 7208

BK 7207

LB 7242

brush and black pot with

double robe hook with

single robe hook with

classic black close coupled

classic black close

classic black lavatory

wall bracket and brass cover plate

black ceramic

black ceramic

(also available bk 4504 free

acorns

acorn

cistern with side flush

coupled pan

seat with bar hinge

standing brush and black pot)

(requires cistern fittings lb 7299 )

BK 4517

BK 4501

BK 4515

BK 8623

LB 8625

BK 3202

glass shelf with twin fine

spare paper holder with

freestanding soap dish holder

super size double ended

set of four lefroy brooks

classic ball jointed

bone black china

black ceramic

with black

cast iron feet

cast iron radiator in black

mugs

acorn

fine bone china dish

bath in black

l 77 ″ x w 37.5 ″ x h 24 ″ incl feet
(l 1950 x w 950 x h 610 mm )

available in all plated finishes
and ‘ready-to-paint’

h 37.5 ″ x w 26.5 ″ x d 8 ″

(h 953 x w 669 x d 205 mm )

LB 4506

LB 4510

LB 4941

LB 4509

BK 3701

LB 4518

classic circular real

classic shower bottle

classic wire corner soap dish

classic tilting mirror with

large classic medicine

three tier glass

sponge basket

rack

(also available lb 4934

bevelled glass

cabinet in black

shelf

for flat wall)

all products are available in silver nickel, chrome, antique gold or satin nickel finishes
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You are holding one of eight brochures that detail

The complete Bathroom Range of Taps, Showers,

the ‘Century of Classics’ Bathroom Range designed by Christo Lefroy Brooks.

Chinaware, Accessories, Lighting and Spares can be found in the Price Book.
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1

1920
TEN TEN

1920
TEN TEN
Our range of industrial, machine-age taps.
Inspired by the ‘B.S. 1010’ plumbing standard – developed to
provide a universal discipline throughout the British Empire.

2

5

6

9

10

13

16

18

19

21

INDEX

INDEX

TH 9004

TL 9004

T H 12 3 3

T L 12 3 3

TEN TEN DECK MOUNTED BA SIN BRIDGE MIXER

TEN TEN DECK MOUNTED BA SIN BRIDGE MIXER

TEN TEN THREE HOLE BASIN MIXER

TEN TEN THREE HOLE BASIN MIXER

WITH HANDWHEELS

WITH LEVERS

WITH HANDWHEELS

WITH LEVERS

TH 9005

TL 9005

T H 11 9 8

T L 11 9 8

TEN TEN WALL MOUNTED BASIN BRIDGE MIXER

TEN TEN WALL MOUNTED BASIN BRIDGE MIXER

TEN TEN BIDET MIXER

TEN TEN BIDET MIXER

WITH HANDWHEELS

WITH LEVERS

WITH HANDWHEELS

WITH LEVERS

T H 11 8 8

T L 11 8 8

T H 1519

T L 1519

TEN TEN MONO BASIN MIXER

TEN TEN MONO BASIN MIXER

TEN TEN KITCHEN BRIDGE MIXER

TEN TEN KITCHEN BRIDGE MIXER

WITH HANDWHEELS

WITH LEVERS

WITH HANDWHEELS

WITH LEVERS

24

25

INDEX

INDEX

T H 1117

T L 1117

T H 11 6 1

T L 11 6 1

T E N T E N D EC K M O U N T E D B AT H B R I D G E M I X E R

T E N T E N D EC K M O U N T E D B AT H B R I D G E M I X E R

T E N T E N W A L L M O U N T E D B AT H S H O W E R M I X E R

T E N T E N W A L L M O U N T E D B AT H S H O W E R M I X E R

WITH HANDWHEELS

WITH LEVERS

WITH HANDWHEELS

WITH LEVERS

T H 11 5 7

T L 11 5 7

T E N T E N W A L L M O U N T E D B AT H B R I D G E M I X E R

T E N T E N W A L L M O U N T E D B AT H B R I D G E M I X E R

WITH HANDWHEELS

WITH LEVERS

TH 10 4 4

TL 10 4 4

T E N T E N B AT H S H O W E R M I X E R W I T H H A N D W H E E L S

T E N T E N B AT H S H O W E R M I X E R W I T H L E V E R S

O N S TA N D P I P E S

O N S TA N D P I P E S

T H 111 0

T L 111 0

T T 2112

T E N T E N D EC K M O U N T E D B AT H S H O W E R M I X E R

T E N T E N D EC K M O U N T E D B AT H S H O W E R M I X E R

B AT H S U P P O R T B R A C K E T

WITH HANDWHEELS

WITH LEVERS

FO R S TA N D P I P E S

26

27

INDEX

INDEX

T T 8725

T T 870 6

TEN TEN EXPOSED SINGLE CONTROL

TEN TEN CONCEALED SINGLE CONTROL

T H E R M O S TAT I C S H O W E R VA LV E

T H E R M O S TAT I C S H O W E R VA LV E

T T 8 74 6

T T 873 6

TEN TEN E XPOSED DUAL CONTROL

TEN TEN CONCE ALED DUAL CONTROL

T H E R M O S TAT I C S H O W E R VA LV E

T H E R M O S TAT I C S H O W E R VA LV E

T T 17 74

T T 1775

TEN TEN SHOWER 8" ROSE

TEN TEN SHOWER 8" ROSE

WITH SHORT ARM

WITH LONG ARM

T T 8 74 8

T T 873 8

T E N T E N E X P O S E D T H E R M O S TAT I C S H O W E R VA LV E

T E N T E N C O N C E A L E D T H E R M O S TAT I C S H O W E R VA LV E

WITH 8" ROSE & HAND SHOWER

WITH 8" ROSE & HAND SHOWER

T T 1772

T T 1773

T T 8 74 2

T T 176 2

TEN TEN SHOWER 6" ROSE

TEN TEN SHOWER 6" ROSE

TEN TEN E XPOSED DUAL FLOW CONTROL WITH RISER,

TEN TEN HAND SHOWER WITH HOOK

WITH SHORT ARM

WITH LONG ARM

8" ROSE & HAND SHOWER

28

29

INDEX

INDEX

TT 4968

TT 4965

TEN TEN MUG HOLDER

T E N T E N S H O R T 12 " TO W E L R A I L

T T 4 973

TT 4966

TT 4969

T T 4 010

TEN TEN PAPER HOLDER

TEN TEN MED IUM 18" TOW EL R A IL

TEN TEN WALL MOUNTED BRUSH & POT

TEN TEN WALL LIGHT

T T 4975

TT 4967

TEN TEN DOUBLE PAPER HOLDER

TEN TEN LONG 24" TOW EL R A IL

T T 4 9 74
TEN TEN SPARE PAPER HOLDER

30
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As we progress into this new century I strongly
suspect that the control of water will be by
electronic solenoids like our dishwashers and
washing machines. Taps will disappear and we will
be left holding remote controls or prodding
steamy screens.
Taps therefore as we know them today may have
existed for only around a century and are
perhaps destined like the horse and carriage to
disappear into the mists of nostalgia.
I have therefore taken on the task of researching
this century of taps and selecting the great
classics from each decade. From their domestic
origins in the late Victorian era through the
mechanical angularity of the Edwardians, the
curvaceous turn of the century French, the
colonial twenties, the Deco thirties, the streamline
fifties, the starry sixties to the nineteen seventies
when it all seemed to begin again.
Each decade has been carefully considered and
researched. I have visited many museums,
countless salvage yards and been unexpectedly
welcomed into castles, cottages and dealers’ dens.
It has mostly been a journey of joy. One develops
a passion for the chase, unearthing sometimes at
great length at other times in an unexpected
instant these forgotten art forms of history.
But what does a true classic mean and how does
a design become a classic. Foremost it stands the
test of time, it is popular, a design which sold well
in its day and continued to be demanded and of
course it worked, it functioned, it did its job.
Beautiful products, beautifully made, beautifully
practical and still beautiful today.
All the taps I chose were still in working order,
maybe in need of some grease or new washers
but functioning even after in some cases a 100
years. These are art forms – sculptures not only
for the eye but also for the hand – they look
right and feel right.
This is of necessity a work in progress, first and
foremost, because as you will see it did not stop
with taps. Today we don’t buy baths we buy
bathrooms so ceramic chinaware, accessories,
lighting, baths and showers had to be added to
complete each period. There are still gaps in some
ranges and new decades will be added as
production allows.
In the meantime I offer the results of my labours
todate – ‘A century of classics’ – the story of
a hundred years of bathrooms. You are currently
holding ‘1930 Mackintosh’ – which is one in a
series of eight brochures.
I sincerely hope some of the pleasure I received
from discovering and developing these products
is transferred as you use these fabulous classics of
the last century.
christo lefroy brooks

2

Opposite Page: MK 8706
Concealed Mackintosh Thermostatic
Mixing Valve.

Below: ML 5003 Mackintosh Lever
Concealed Flow Control Valve.

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.

lucca 2005

3

taps
Far Right Opposite Page:
ML 1228 Mackintosh Lever
Three Hole Basin Mixer with
Pop-up Waste.

Right: MH 1228 Mackintosh
Three Hole Basin Mixer with
Pop-up Waste.

Below: WL 1228 Mackintosh
White Lever Three Hole Basin
Mixer with Pop-up Waste.

Right: MH 1200 Mackintosh
Wall Mounted Three Hole
Basin Mixer.

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.

4

5

Below: MH 1270 Mackintosh Wall Mounted
Three Hole Bath Mixer.

showers

Bottom: MH 1260 Mackintosh Five Hole
Bath Set with Pull-out Hand Shower.

bath
Above: MK 8725 Exposed Dual Control
Mackintosh Thermostatic Mixing Valve
with Top Return Bend to Wall for
Concealed Shower Outlet.

Left: MK 8717 Concealed Mackintosh
Thermostatic Valve with Sliding Rail,
Handset and Shower Kit.

Far Left: MK 8704 Exposed Mackintosh
Thermostatic Valve with Riser Kit,
Handset, Lever Diverter, 8” Rose and
Adjustable Riser Pipe Bracket.

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.

6

7

Below: MH 1195 Mackintosh Bidet Monobloc with Pop-up Waste shown with LB 7205 Metropole Bidet.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY ANTHONY PERKINS

bidet

all products available in silver nickel, chrome, antique gold or satin nickel finish

MH 1228

ML 1228

MH 1230

mackintosh three hole

mackintosh lever three

tubular mackintosh three

basin mixer

hole basin mixer

hole basin mixer

with pop-up waste

with pop-up waste

with click-up waste

ML 1230

BL 1228

WL 1228

tubular mackintosh three

mackintosh black lever

mackintosh white lever

hole basin mixer

three hole basin

three hole basin

with click-up waste

mixer with pop-up waste

mixer with pop-up waste

MH 1200

ML 1200

MH 1185

mackintosh wall

mackintosh lever

mackintosh basin

mounted three hole

wall mounted

monobloc

basin mixer

three hole basin mixer

with pop-up waste

MH 1195

MH 1461

ML 1461

mackintosh bidet

mackintosh bidet

mackintosh lever bidet three

monobloc

three hole with ascending

hole with ascending spray

with pop-up waste

spray and pop-up waste

and pop-up waste

MH 1107

MH 1100

MH 1166

mackintosh deck

mackintosh deck

mackintosh wall

mounted

mounted bath shower

mounted bath shower

bath filler

mixer

mixer

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.

8

9

MH 1260

ML 1260

ML 1270

LB 7301

LB 7302

LB 7303

mackintosh lever five

mackintosh lever five

mackintosh concealed

metropole one hole

metropole two hole

metropole three hole

basin 24.5″ ( 620 mm )

basin 24.5″ ( 620 mm )

basin 24.5″ ( 620 mm )

hole bath set with

hole bath set with

wall mounted bath filler (also

pull-out hand shower

pull-out hand shower

available mh 1270 with handwheels)

MK 8706

MK 8725

ML 5001

LB 7304

LB 7207

LB 7208

concealed mackintosh

exposed dual control mackintosh

flow control valve for bath

pedestal for

close coupled

close coupled cistern with

thermostatic

thermostatic mixing valve with

with engraved wall plate (also

metropole basins

mixing valve

top return bend to wall for

available ml 5002 for jets, ml 5003

pan

side flush (requires cistern

concealed shower outlet

for head and ml 5004 for hand )

fittings lb 7299 )

MK 1774

MK 1775

MK 2142

LB 7241

LB 7205

LB 3202

mackintosh 8 ” apron

mackintosh 8 ” apron

mackintosh handset

classic white lavatory

metropole bidet one

classic ball jointed

seat with bar hinge

hole in white

rose with short arm suitable

rose with long arm suitable

for cubicle shower

for large cubicle or bath showers

with 3 ″ rose

and black ceramic handle

cast iron radiator

h 37.5 ″ x w 26.5 ″ x d 8 ″

(h 953 x w 669 x d 205 mm )

10

MH 1144

MH 1145

MK 8716

MK 8717

MK 8704

MK 8702

mackintosh bath shower

mackintosh bath shower

concealed mackintosh

exposed mackintosh

exposed mackintosh

mixer with standpipes

mixer and standpipe sleeves

thermostatic valve with riser

thermostatic valve with riser,

(also available with

with adjustable baseplates

extended legs)

for rim mounting

concealed mackintosh
thermostatic mixing valve
with 8 ″ headset, handset
and shower kit

and adjustable riser pipe bracket

riser pipe bracket

thermostatic valve
with sliding rail, handset and
shower kit

kit, handset, lever diverter, 8 ″ rose

8 ″ rose and adjustable
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The complete Bathroom Range of Taps, Showers, Baths,
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193 0
M ACK INTOS H ACCE S S OR IE S

193 0
M ACK INTOS H ACCE S S OR IE S
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INDEX

INDEX

MK 4656

MK 4650

M K 4 6 51

MK 4 657

MACKINTOSH ROBE HOOK

MACKINTOSH PAPER HOLDER

MACKINTOSH SPARE PAPER HOLDER

M A C K I N TO S H 12 " TO W E L R A I L

MK 4654

MK 4652

MK 4663

MK 4658

MACKINTOSH CER AMIC MUG HOLDER

MACKINTOSH CER AMIC SOAP DISH

MACKINTOSH WALL MOUNTED BRUSH & POT

M ACK INTO S H 18" TOW EL R A IL

MK 4653

M K 4 673

MK 4680

MK 4659

MACKINTOSH SHOWER SOAP DISH

MACKINTOSH BOT TLE R ACK

MACKINTOSH SINGLE SIDED SHOWER

M ACK INTO S H 24" TOW EL R A IL

DOOR HANDLE

MK 4666

MK 4 6 81

MK 4660

MACKINTOSH BL ACK GL A S S SHELF

MACKINTOSH DOUBLE SIDED SHOWER

MACKINTOSH GR AB BAR

DOOR HANDLE
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19 4 0
FIFTH

19 4 0
FIFTH
Our late Deco range of taps, showers and accessories.
Polished metal with black lacquer inlay.
The simple elegance of the Modern Age.
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3

4

5
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10
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16

17

18

19

20

21

22
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INDEX

INDEX

D P 122 6

D P 1227

D P 870 6

FIFTH 3 HOLE BASIN MIXER ON

FIFTH 3 HOLE BASIN MIXER ON

F I F T H C O N C E A L E D T H E R M O S TAT I C

SINGLE PLINTH WITH CLICK-UP WASTE

S E PA R AT E P L I N T H S W I T H C L I C K - U P W A S T E

S H O W E R VA LV E

D P 12 3 9

D P 12 5 9

DH 5000

D P 8 71 6

FIF TH DECK MOUNTED 3 HOLE

F I F T H D EC K M O U N T E D 5 H O L E B AT H S E T

FIFTH WALL MOUNTED FLOW CONTROL

F I F T H C O N C E A L E D T H E R M O S TAT I C S H O W E R VA LV E

B AT H M I X E R

WITH PULLOUT HAND SHOWER

CROSS HANDLE

WITH 8" ROSE, HAND SHOWER AND SHOWER KIT

D P 12 6 8

D P 12 6 9

DL 5000

D P 1 8 74

F I F T H W A L L M O U N T E D B AT H S P O U T

F I F T H W A L L M O U N T E D 5 H O L E B AT H S E T

FIFTH WALL MOUNTED FLOW CONTROL

FIF TH 8” APRON ROSE WITH SHORT ARM

WITH DECK CONTROL S

WITH PULLOUT HAND SHOWER

LEVER

S U I TA B L E FO R C U B I C L E S H O W E R

D P 214 3

D P 1875

D P 1826

FIF TH DECK MOUNTED HAND SHOWER

FIFTH 8" APRON ROSE WITH LONG ARM

FIFTH WALL MOUNTED HAND SHOWER

S U I TA B L E FO R L A R G E C U B I C L E O R B AT H S H O W E R S

24

25

INDEX

INDEX

DP 4600

DP 4602

D P 4 6 11

D P 4 612

FIF TH PAPER HOLDER

FIFTH CERAMIC SOAP DISH

FIFTH GL ASS SHELF

FIF TH BOT TLE R ACK

DP 4603

DP 4604

DP 4601

D P 4 610

FIFTH SHOWER SOAP DISH

FIFTH MUG HOLDER

FIF TH SPARE PAPER HOLDER

FIFTH GRAB BAR

DP 4605

DP 4 6 07

D P 4 613

LB 6342 BK

FIFTH HOOK

F I F T H 12 " TO W E L R A I L

FIF TH WALL MOUNTED BRUSH AND POT

P I A N O B AT H R O O M C O N S O L E I N B L A C K P O L I S H E D
GRANITE, INCL. CERAMIC UNDER-MOUNT BASIN
L B 725 0

DP 4608

DP 4609

FIF TH 18" TOW EL R A IL

FIF TH 24" TOW EL R A IL
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As we progress into this new century I strongly
suspect that the control of water will be by
electronic solenoids like our dishwashers and
washing machines. Taps will disappear and we will
be left holding remote controls or prodding
steamy screens.
Taps therefore as we know them today may have
existed for only around a century and are
perhaps destined like the horse and carriage to
disappear into the mists of nostalgia.
I have therefore taken on the task of researching
this century of taps and selecting the great
classics from each decade. From their domestic
origins in the late Victorian era through the
mechanical angularity of the Edwardians, the
curvaceous turn of the century French, the
colonial twenties, the Deco thirties, the streamline
fifties, the starry sixties to the nineteen seventies
when it all seemed to begin again.
Each decade has been carefully considered and
researched. I have visited many museums,
countless salvage yards and been unexpectedly
welcomed into castles, cottages and dealers’ dens.
It has mostly been a journey of joy. One develops
a passion for the chase, unearthing sometimes at
great length at other times in an unexpected
instant these forgotten art forms of history.
But what does a true classic mean and how does
a design become a classic. Foremost it stands the
test of time, it is popular, a design which sold well
in its day and continued to be demanded and of
course it worked, it functioned, it did its job.
Beautiful products, beautifully made, beautifully
practical and still beautiful today.
All the taps I chose were still in working order,
maybe in need of some grease or new washers
but functioning even after in some cases a 100
years. These are art forms – sculptures not only
for the eye but also for the hand – they look
right and feel right.
This is of necessity a work in progress, first and
foremost, because as you will see it did not stop
with taps. Today we don’t buy baths we buy
bathrooms so ceramic chinaware, accessories,
lighting, baths and showers had to be added to
complete each period. There are still gaps in some
ranges and new decades will be added as
production allows.
In the meantime I offer the results of my labours
todate – ‘A century of classics’ – the story of
a hundred years of bathrooms. You are currently
holding ‘1950 Belle Aire’ – which is one in a series
of eight brochures.
I sincerely hope some of the pleasure I received
from discovering and developing these products
is transferred as you use these fabulous classics of
the last century.
christo lefroy brooks
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Above: RL 1236 Belle Aire Basin Mixer.

Opposite Page: RL 1236 Belle Aire Three
Hole Deck Mounted Basin Tap with Wing
Levers and Click-up Waste shown with
LB 7803 Belle Aire Ceramic Basin and
LB 4971 Tubular Stand in Chromium
Plated finish.

lucca 2005
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b a t h

Above and facing page: RH 1127
Belle Aire Bath Filler in Chromium
Plated finish.
Right: LB 8626 Belle Aire Right
Hand Bath and Panel shown with
RH 1127 Bath Filler (for Left Hand
Bath quote LB 8627).

4

5

Left: RT 8800 Belle Aire Archipelago
Thermostatic Valve and RT 2210 Bath
Spout with RL 5000 Flow Control
Levers shown with RT 1774 Rose and
Shower Arm (330mm).

Below Left: RT 8800 Belle Aire
Archipelago Thermostatic Valve
in Chromium Plated finish.

shower

Below: RL 5000 Belle Aire Flow
Control Lever Valve.

6

7

Above: RH 1127 Belle
Aire Bath Filler in
Chromium Plated finish.

Right: LB 7833 Belle Aire
Ceramic Console Basin
(100 cm) with LB 4972
Tubular Stand and
RL 1236 Belle Aire Lever
Three Hole Basin Mixer
with Click-up Waste in
Chromium Plated finish.

console
8

9

The Belle Aire range of Taps, Fittings,
Tubular Stands and Accessories is available
in Chromium Plated finish. Other Plated
finishes available on request.
Left: LB 7808/LB 7807 Belle
Aire Ceramic Close Coupled
Cistern and Pan with LB 7241
Lavatory Seat in White.

Lefroy Brooks manufacture
the range of white ceramic
Metro Tiles shown throughout
this brochure.

Below: RH 1481 Belle Aire
Ceramic Bidet Three Hole with
Slow Running Waste.
Below: RT 4510 Shower Bottle
Rack shown with RT 4935 Towel
Rail (20″). Also available RT 4948
with 30″ rail length.

bidet

10

11

accessories

Left: LB 7803/LB 7804
Belle Aire Ceramic Basin
& Pedestal shown with
Belle Aire Accessories:
RT 4936 Glass Shelf
with Rail,
RT 4939 Tilting Mirror
Brackets with Dome
Mirror,
RT 4506 Circular
Sponge Basket,
RT 4959 Mug Holder
with Frosted Glass
Mug and RT 4934
Wire Soap Dish.

12
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all products available chromium plated. other finishes on request.

RH 1236

RL 1236

RH 1172

belle aire three hole

belle aire lever three

belle aire wall mounted

basin mixer

hole basin mixer

three hole

with click-up waste

with click-up waste

bath filler

RL 1172

RH 1127

RH 1171

belle aire wall mounted

belle aire deck

belle aire wall

three hole

mounted

mounted

bath filler

bath filler

bath filler

RH 1481

RL 1481

RT 8800

belle aire bidet three hole

belle aire lever bidet

belle aire archipelago

with slow

three hole with

thermostatic shower

running waste

slow running waste

valve

RH 5000

RT 2210

RL 5000

belle aire

belle aire

belle aire

shower flow control

wall mounted bath

lever

valve

spout

flow control

RH 1120

belle aire pull-out

RT 1773

belle aire 5 ″ rose

RT 1772

belle aire 5 ″ rose

hand shower with

with 490mm shower

with 330mm shower

sequential control valve

arm

arm
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RT 1774

RT 1775

RT 1770

RT 4510

RT 4947

RT 4932

eight jet brunswick

belle aire wire bottle

belle aire towel rail

belle aire lavatory paper

with 490mm

adjustable head with

rack

shower arm

shower arm

belle aire 8 ″ rose

belle aire 8 ″ rose

shower arm

with 330mm

LB 7803

LB 7833

RT 3200

RT 4934

belle aire ceramic basin

belle aire ceramic console

belle aire cast iron radiator

belle aire wire soap

( 60 cm )

basin ( 100 cm )

(not currently available)

dish

(short 10 ″)

holder

RT 4935

LB 4971

LB 4972

LB 7804

RT 4959

belle aire tubular

belle aire tubular stand

belle aire ceramic basin

belle aire holder

basin stand

for console basin

pedestal

with frosted glass mug

belle aire single towel rail ( 20 ″)
for 30 ″ quote rt 4948

RT 4942

belle aire robe hook
( 1 pair)

RT 4954

belle aire double towel rail ( 20 ″)
for 30 ″ quote rt 4949

RT 4931

belle aire towel
ring

LB 7808

LB 7807

LB 7241

RT 4952

RT 4936

RT 4503

belle aire close

belle aire close

classic white

belle aire grab

belle aire glass shelf with

belle aire lavatory brush & ceramic

coupled ceramic cistern

coupled ceramic

lavatory seat with

bar

rail

pot with wall bracket

(order fittings separately)

lavatory pan

bar hinge

LB 8627

LB 8626

LB 7800

RT 4939

RT 4944

RT 4506

belle aire left hand bath

belle aire right hand bath

belle aire ceramic bidet

domed mirror with

belle aire wire towel

belle aire circular sponge

and panel

and panel

(not currently available)

belle aire tilting brackets

shelf

basket

all products available chromium plated. other finishes on request.
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You are holding one of eight brochures that detail

The complete range of Taps, Showers, Baths, Chinaware,

the ‘Century of Classics’ Bathroom Range designed by Christo Lefroy Brooks.

Accessories, Lighting and Components can be found in the main Price List.

FOR ALL ENQUIRIES TELEPHONE

+44 1992 708316
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As we progress into this new century I strongly
suspect that the control of water will be by
electronic solenoids like our dishwashers and
washing machines. Taps will disappear and we will
be left holding remote controls or prodding
steamy screens.
Taps therefore as we know them today may have
existed for only around a century and are
perhaps destined like the horse and carriage to
disappear into the mists of nostalgia.
I have therefore taken on the task of researching
this century of taps and selecting the great
classics from each decade. From their domestic
origins in the late Victorian era through the
mechanical angularity of the Edwardians, the
curvaceous turn of the century French, the
colonial twenties, the Deco thirties, the streamline
fifties, the starry sixties to the nineteen seventies
when it all seemed to begin again.
Each decade has been carefully considered and
researched. I have visited many museums,
countless salvage yards and been unexpectedly
welcomed into castles, cottages and dealers’ dens.
It has mostly been a journey of joy. One develops
a passion for the chase, unearthing sometimes at
great length at other times in an unexpected
instant these forgotten art forms of history.
But what does a true classic mean and how does
a design become a classic. Foremost it stands the
test of time, it is popular, a design which sold well
in its day and continued to be demanded and of
course it worked, it functioned, it did its job.
Beautiful products, beautifully made, beautifully
practical and still beautiful today.
All the taps I chose were still in working order,
maybe in need of some grease or new washers
but functioning even after in some cases a 100
years. These are art forms – sculptures not only
for the eye but also for the hand – they look
right and feel right.
This is of necessity a work in progress, first and
foremost, because as you will see it did not stop
with taps. Today we don’t buy baths we buy
bathrooms so ceramic chinaware, accessories,
lighting, baths and showers had to be added to
complete each period. There are still gaps in some
ranges and new decades will be added as
production allows.
In the meantime I offer the results of my labours
todate – ‘A century of classics’ – the story of
a hundred years of bathrooms. You are currently
holding ‘Classic Accessories’ – which is one in a
series of eight brochures.
I sincerely hope some of the pleasure I received
from discovering and developing these products
is transferred as you use these fabulous classics of
the last century.
christo lefroy brooks
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Above: Pair of Drop Ceiling Globes –
6 ″ LB 4005, 8 ″ LB 4006
part of the Classic Bathroom Lighting
programme.

Facing Page Opposite:
Charterhouse Basin LB 7202.

Edwardian Basin Pillar Taps LB 1422.

Single Ceramic Mug in Fine White Bone
China LB 4933, Double LB 4951.

Octagonal Mirror LB 4946,
Glass Shelf LB 4936,
Ceramic Soap Dish LB 4937,
Wire Soap Dish LB 4934.

Robe/Flannel Hook LB 4942.
All Fine Bone China in White
also available in Black — use BK prefix.

Cover: Classic Stove Enamelled Grab
Bar with Large Backplates LB 4513.
All products available in Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold or Satin Nickel finish.

lucca 2005
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The ‘Master Bathroom’ Classic
range of Accessories shown with
Metropole Basin LB 7302.

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.

Classic Mirror LB 4509.
Wall Mounted Toothbrush
Holder LB 4953.
Fine Bone China Mug
and Holder LB 4502.
Classic Cast Brass
Soap Holder with Fine
Bone China Dish LB 4505.
Circular Real Sponge
Basket LB 4506.
Single Globe Wall
Lights LB 4000.
Classic Glass Shelf
with Rail LB 4936.
Single Robe Towel
Hook with Ceramic
Acorn LB 4512.

modern classics

Edwardian Basin
Pillar Taps LB 1422.

All Fine Bone China in
White also available
in Black – use BK prefix.

Classic Edwardian Medicine Cabinets:
Large (29" x 25") in White LB 3701,
also available in Black BK 3701.
Small (25" x 21") in White LB 3702,
also available in Black BK 3702.

Classic Lavatory Seat in Hardwood
with Bar Hinge. Available in
Mahogany LB 7240,
Gloss White LB 7241 and
Black LB 7242.

4

5

Edwardian Cistern
Lever Handle
LB 1307.

Classic Paper Holder with
Ceramic Bar LB 4500.
Spare Paper Holder LB 4501.

Classic Brush and Pot
with Wall Bracket
and Cover Plate LB 4503.

Lefroy Brooks Exposed
Godolphin Shower shown with
Classic Cast Brass
Riser Soap Dish LB 4514.
Pair of Wire Corner
Soap/Bottle Racks LB 4941.
Classic Stove Enamelled
Grab Bar LB 4513.
Edwardian Double Towel
Rail LB 4954.
LB 4944 Towel Shelf.
Classic Double Robe
Hook with Ceramic
Acorns LB 4511.
All Fine Bone China and
Stove Enamel shown in White
is also available
in Black – use BK prefix.

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.

6

timeless
7

Opposite Page Basin Setting
with Lissa Doon Stand LB 4970.
Lissa Doon Three Hole
Basin LB 7503.

elegance

Three Hole Basin Tap
with Pop-up Waste LB 1224.
Glass Shelf LB 4936.
Edwardian Oval
Mirror LB 4961.
Fine Bone China Mug
and Holder LB 4502
– Soap Dish LB 4505.
Wall Mounted Toothbrush
Holder LB 4953.
Sponge Basket LB 4506.
– Single Hook LB 4512
and Wall Lights
LB 4000.

All Fine Bone China shown
in White is also available
in Black – use BK prefix.

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.

Three Tier Glass
Shelf LB 4518.

8

9

simplicity
Glass Shelf with Twin Holders
and Fine Bone China Mugs
LB 4517. Also available with
Black Bone China Mugs – use
BK prefix.

Classic Towel Rails in White
Stove Enamel LB 4507. Also
available with Black Stove
Enamelled finish – use BK
prefix.

Bottle Rack for Shower or
beside Bath LB 4510.

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.

10
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Left: BK 4507 Classic Large Bore (1”)
Black Stove Enamelled Towel Bar with
Large Backplates (Standard 20” Length),
BK 4508 for Extra Long 30”.

Page Opposite: BK 7303/BK 7304
Metropole Three Hole Basin and
Pedestal in Black with BL 1228
Mackintosh Black Lever Three Hole
Basin Mixer with Pop-up Waste
shown with assorted accessories
— see index.

Lefroy Brooks manufacture the
range of white Metro Tiles seen
throughout this brochure.

Left: BK 4513 Black Stove
Enamelled Grab Bar (15”) with
Large Backplates.

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.

12

classic black

Above: BK 4500 Black Ceramic Paper
Holder.
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LB 4500

LB 4502

LB 4505

LB 4950

LB 4507

LB 4506

classic paper holder

classic china mug holder

classic soap holder & dish

edwardian wire sponge dish

classic stove enamel towel bar – standard

classic circular sponge basket

(H75 x W167 x D85)

(H149 x W75 x D115)

(H80 x W150 x D130)

(H75 x W235 x D185)

(H120 x W585 x D100)

(H115 x W180 x D200)

LB 4932

LB 4933

LB 4934

LB 4961

LB 4508

LB 4511

edwardian paper holder

edwardian ceramic mug & holder

edwardian wire soap dish

edwardian oval tilting

classic large bore stove enamelled

classic double robe hook with

(H100 x W185 x D40)

(H100 x W70 x D100)

(H50 x W134 x D107)

mirror

towel bar – extra long

ceramic acorns

(H506 x W500 x D35)

(H120 x W835 x D100)

(H195 x W50 x D110)

LB 4945

LB 4951

LB 4937

LB 4939

LB 4954

LB 4512

edwardian dog bone paper holder

edwardian double ceramic mug & holder

edwardian ceramic soap dish

edwardian dome tilting

edwardian double towel rail

classic single robe hook with

(H40 x W150 x D75)

(H100 x W165 x D100)

(H50 x W145 x D120)

mirror

– standard

ceramic acorn

(H506 x W500 x D35)

(H70 x W560 x D150)

(H60 x W50 x D55)

LB 4501

LB 4931

LB 4941

LB 4946

LB 4949

LB 4942

classic spare paper holder

edwardian towel ring

edwardian wire corner soap dish

edwardian hexagonal tilting

edwardian double towel rail

edwardian robe hook

(H145 x W50 x D115)

(H180 x W160 x D40)

(H55 x W260 x D190)

mirror

– extra long

( 1 pair)

(H506 x W500 x D35)

(H70 x W810 x D150)

(H60 x W50 x D55)

LB 4504

LB 4938

LB 4503

LB 4509

LB 4936

LB 4952

classic free standing pot & brush

edwardian brush & pot

classic brush & pot with wall bracket

classic mirror with bevelled glass

edwardian glass shelf with rail

edwardian grab bar

(H410 x W100 x D100)

(H410 x W135 x D135)

(H410 x W100 x D130)

(H600 x W500 x D35)

(H50 x W560 x D152)

(H50 x W250 x D60)

also available with black glass bk 4936
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LB 4953

LB 4947

LB 4510

LB 4515

LB 4944

LB 1305

classic toothbrush holder

edwardian towel rail – short

classic bottle rack

free standing soap dish

towel shelf

cistern support brackets

(H120 x W80 x D110)

(H130 x W310 x D85)

(H85 x W320 x D100)

(H65 x W150)

(H150 x W650 x D265)

(H150 x D220)

LB 4956

LB 4935

LB 4940

LB 4516

LB 4518

LB 1304

free standing toothbrush holder

edwardian towel rail

edwardian over bath rack

classic china soap dish

three tier glass shelf

cistern support brackets

(H120 x W80 x D80)

(H130 x W560 x D85)

(H65 x W610-740 x D170)

also available in black bk 4516

(H488 x W600 x D135)

victorian

(H35 x W150)

LB 1751

LB 4948

LB 4960

LB 4957

LB 1308

LB 1307

edwardian riser cradle

edwardian towel rail – long

edwardian rack with mirror

edwardian paper holder

extended cistern lever with ceramic

ceramic handle cistern lever

(H115 x W140 x D65)

(H130 x W810 x D85)

(H320 x W610-740 x D170)

(H625 x W290)

handle for concealed cisterns

(OP47 x SHANK 140)

(OP47 x SHANK 245)
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LB 4958

LB 4513

LB 1702

LB 4007

LB 1310

LB 3702

edwardian vanity mirror

classic stove enamelled grab bar

edwardian riser soap dish

classic one way pull switch

ceramic cistern pull

small classic medicine cabinet

(H350 x W150 x D150)

(H60 x W380 x D70)

(H40 x W134 x D107)

(W80)

(H640 x W525 x D180)

LB 4955

LB 4962

LB 1756

LB 4008

LB 4517

LB 3701

extendable shaving mirror

edwardian large bore towel rail

wall mounted cradle

classic two way pull switch

classic two mug shelf

large classic medicine cabinet

(H400 x W150 x D200-670)

(H50 x W560 x D90)

(H120 x W140 x D80)

(W80)

(H103 x W600 x D135)

(H750 x W640 x D180)
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LB 4970

LB 1786

LB 4009

BK 4502

BK 4517

BK 4505

tubular stand for lissa doon basin

adjustable shower riser stay support

classic opal tubular

black fine bone china mug & holder

glass shelf with black china mugs

cast brass soap holder with dish

for 19 mm riser

wall light

(H149 x W75 x D115)

(H103 x W600 x D135)

(H80 x W150 x D130)

(H955 x W620 x D505

WITH BASIN)

LB 4000

LB 4001

LB 4002

BK 4515

BK 4507

BK 4512

6 ” classic wall globe

6 ” classic double wall globes

6 ” classic ceiling globe

free standing soap dish

classic stove enamelled towel bar

single robe hook with ceramic acorn

(H215 x W140 x D170)

(H215 x W355 x D188)

(H170 x W140)

(H65 x W150)

(H120 x W585 x D100)

(H60 x W50 x D55)

also available bk 4508 extra long
(H120 x W835 x D100)

LB 4003

LB 4004

LB 4005

BK 4500

BK 1307

BK 4511

8 ” classic ceiling globe

12 ” classic ceiling oval globe

6 ” classic drop ceiling globe

black ceramic paper holder

black ceramic cistern lever handle

double hook with ceramic acorns

(H235 x W200)

(H120 x W270)

(H435 x W140)

(H75 x W167 x D85)

(OP47 x SHANK 140)

(H195 x W50 x D110)

also available bk 1308 extended lever
handle for concealed cisterns

LB 4006

LB 3207

LB 3201

BK 1310

BK 3701

BK 3202

8 ” classic drop ceiling globe

edwardian hoop curtain rail

edwardian radiator towel rail

black ceramic pull and chain

large classic medicine cabinet in black

classic cast iron radiator

(H500 x W200)

(D762)

(H490 x W385)

(H35 x W150)

(H750 x W640 x D180)

(H953 x W669 x D205)

LB 3202

LB 7241

LB 7242

BK 4513

BK 4503

BK 4501

classic cast iron radiator

classic gloss white lavatory

classic black lavatory

black stove enamelled grab bar

black brush and pot with wall bracket

classic spare paper holder with

seat with bar hinge

seat with bar hinge

with large backplates

(H410 x W100 x D130)

black ceramic acorn

(H60 x W380 x D70)

also available as free standing bk 4504

(H145 x W50 x D115)

H953 x W669 x D205

(also available lb 7240 in mahogany)

all products available in silver nickel, chrome, antique gold or satin nickel finish. all dimensions in millimetres.
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You are holding one of eight brochures that detail

The complete range of Taps, Showers, Baths, Chinaware, Accessories,

the ‘Century of Classics’ Bathroom Range designed by Christo Lefroy Brooks.

Lighting and Components can be found in the Catalogue and the Price List.
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the four definitive classic basins
the great classic bathrooms of the past covered four distinct
periods in history. the first was the curvaceous victorian style
introduced around 1870 (lissa doon). there was then a gap till the more
structured features of the post edwardian sanitaryware which
originated after the turn of the twentieth century around
( charterhouse ).

1918

simultaneously in france they were developing their

own turn of the century style ( la chapelle) beautifully feminine
and of course perfectly proportioned. later after the great war in
the mid twenties and thirties the deco movement took hold and a

lissa doon

charter house

Scotland 1870

England 1918

page

4

page

9

more solid, angular design developed ( metropole). it has taken
considerable research to find the best examples of each style and
i would particularly like to thank the victoria and albert museum
for all their kind help. however for all my research these basins
were actually located in the most unexpected places. each piece
has been carefully reworked and duplicated for modern production
with the greatest respect for their original classic proportions.
homes built at varying times can now be re-united with
their original sanitaryware. these are i believe the definitive four
great examples of classic china sanitaryware.

christo lefroy brooks

la chapelle

metropole

Paris 1902

New York 1932

page

LEFROY
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l i s s a

d o o n

lissa doon, a legendary

he commissioned local

scottish castle half lost

craftsmen. the originals

in the mist of time, was home

for this bathroom

lissa doon three
hole basin lb 7503
with pedestal
lb 7504
W620 x D505 x H955mm

to the dukes of baldoyle

sanitaryware were designed

for many generations.

at this time. these pieces

it was restored in 1876

are as the original

by john james baldoyle

manufactured in glasgow

the fifth earl.

scotland and naturally

following his return from

we name the range

a ‘grand tour’ full of

lissa doon.

wl 1224 ceramic
lever long nose
tap with pop-up

inspiration from europe’s

waste

finishes – silver nickel,
chrome, antique gold
and satin nickel.

finest classical furniture

4

5

tubular

stand

opposite page

lissa doon basin

lissa doon basin

lb 7503 with

with stand lb 4970

ceramic lever

and three hole

three hole basin

basin tap with

tap and pop-up

pop-up waste

waste wl 1224

lb 1224

W620 x D505 x H955mm

W620 x D505 x H955mm

also available
lb 7501 one hole
basin and lb 7502
two hole basin

finishes – silver nickel,
chrome, antique gold
and satin nickel.
6

7

charterhouse

lissa doon close coupled pan
lb 7507 and cistern lb 7508 with
ceramic lever lb 1307
W462 x D715 x H780mm

lissa doon one hole bidet
lb 7505 shown with monobloc
and pop-up waste lb 1199
W385 x D580 x H390mm

finishes – silver nickel,
chrome, antique gold
and satin nickel.
cistern fittings sold
separately lb 7599

charterhouse chase is

by the river avon. the

one of those glorious

house is as english as

examples of palladian

england gets with its

fronted georgian houses

mellowed worn interiors,

found only in

treasures collected by

gloucestershire or the

generations of the family

very depths of the home

from the furthest

counties. i had been a

reaches of the empire

guest in the late

and in particular a

seventies and remember

series of magnificent

being struck by its

bathrooms.

almost perfect setting
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when recently i embarked

tapered pillar and

on my quest for the best

visible ‘ belly ’ below

examples of period style

a narrow rim combine

opposite page and
below charterhouse
three hole basin
lb 7203 with pedestal
lb 7204 shown with

sanitaryware i contacted

in perfect proportion.

my erstwhile host and

i am most grateful to

was immediately

have been given

summoned to lunch the

permission to call it

following saturday. the

charterhouse and

basin and lavatory i have

offer my deep

chosen are typical of

gratitude for not

many manufactured

one but two very

around the turn of the

memorable weekends.

three hole long nose
tap and pop-up
waste lb 1220
W610 x D450 x H940mm

also available

century. this particular
suite is just perfect. the
deep basin, high upstand,

10

lb 7201 one hole basin
lb 7202 two hole basin

finishes – silver nickel,
chrome, antique gold
and satin nickel.

classic chinaware

lefroy brooks classic
close coupled pan
lb 7207 and cistern
lb 7208 with ceramic
lever lb 1307 and
wc seat lb 7241
W465 x D710 x H745mm

lefroy brooks
classic bidet
lb 7205 with
monobloc and
pop-up waste
lb 1199
W385 x D595 x H396mm

finishes – silver nickel,
chrome, antique gold
and satin nickel.
cistern fittings sold
separately lb 7299
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l a

c h a p e l l e

we have been fortunate
to unearth in the hulton
getty archive an early
photograph, around
1918,

of a cafe in the

‘ la chapelle ’ district of

paris. the curious
ghosting of the waiter
is due to the long
exposure needed at
the time.
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a skip in a narrow side

example of turn of the

street of paris may be a

century french chinaware.

strange place to find

the honest, bold, and exact

inspiration for a great

geometry are a marvel of

classic. however this basin

classic vision.

and subsequently

research suggests the

discovered bidet and

basin was developed by

lavatory are i believe one

henri blanc, younger son

of the truly historic suites

of louis blanc who had

of european sanitaryware.

begun a sanitaryware

cinq st. sophie has yielded

business near orsay

up the most wonderful

outside paris. the factory
was subsequently
established around 1902
in the 18th arrondissement
at ‘la chapelle’.

narrow
la chapelle
basin lb 7723
and pedestal
lb 7724 with
three hole
tap ch 1224

la chapelle

W570 x D460

basin lb 7703

x H905mm

and pedestal
lb 7724 with
ceramic lever
tap and pop-up
waste wl 1224
W720 x D535 x H905mm

also available
lb 7701 one hole
basin and lb 7702
two hole basin

finishes – silver
nickel, chrome,
antique gold and
satin nickel.
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perfect proportions

la chapelle console

opposite page

basin lb 7733 with

la chapelle 57 cm basin

ceramic legs lb 7713 and

lb 7723 with ceramic

ceramic lever tap wl 1224

lever tap and pop-up

W1000 x D570 x H855mm

waste wl 1224

also available lb 7731

also available lb 7721

one tap hole basin

one hole basin and

la chapelle

lb 7722 two hole basin

finishes – silver nickel,
chrome, antique gold
and satin nickel.

we have continued henri’s

of cost. henri was

vision by producing the

proud to have moved the

chinaware in its original

factory into this bustling

form. the basin uses twice

commercial area of paris

the amount of clay as a

and began stamping

contemporary equivalent.

‘la

it was very important to

products — we are

me that these perfect

happy to continue the

proportions, four sided

tradition.

chapelle’ on his

pillar and generous,
sensuous feel were
maintained, irrespective

18
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opposite page
la chapelle close
coupled pan lb 7707
and cistern lb 7708
with ceramic lever
lb 1307 and wc
seat lb 7740
W510 x D695 x H790mm

connaught brush
and pot with wall
bracket lb 4503
la chapelle bidet
lb 7705 with bidet

waste ch 1199
W375 x D600 x H385mm

this page
high level cistern
lb 7711 with ceramic
chain pull lb 1310 and
high level pan lb 7709
with wc seat lb 7740
W510 x D695 x Variable Height
Max: 2330, Min: 2130mm

also available lb 7708
low level cistern with

french

style

low level pan lb 7709
W510 x D695 x Variable Height
Max: 1100, Min: 965mm

ceramic paper
holder lb 4500

finishes – silver nickel,
chrome, antique gold
and satin nickel.
cistern fittings, flush
pipe and brackets to be
ordered separately
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high level

monobloc and pop-up

m e t r o p o l e

by the nineteen thirties

history it was returned to

british sanitaryware

our factory in england and

manufacturers had begun

faithfully recreated.

exporting to the ‘new

new york in the nineteen

world’. this classic suite

thirties lead the world in

in the deco discipline

style with its new

appeared in many fine

automobiles, the chrysler

manhattan apartments and

and empire state buildings,

hotels. the particular

frank lloyd wright, ‘high

example i have chosen for

society’ and above all jazz.

its almost perfect

the angular simplicity of

proportions and strict

this range expresses all

adherence to the 1930s

that was correct in a new

style was in fact

explosion of design and

discovered in a loft

culture. both timeless and

conversion in tribeca. it

timely this basin will remain

had originally come out of

a classic design for all

the famous metropole hotel

time. i have named it after

off central park during

its uptown origins —

a refurbishment in the

metropole.

nineteen seventies. in
a curious ‘play back’ of

new york city
street scene in
the 1930 s ( photo:
courtesy of the
hulton getty
archive )
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angular simplicity

metro tiles
lefroy brooks
manufactures the
range of white
metro tiles seen
throughout this
brochure
lb 6100 white
bevelled edge tiles
75 x 150mm
(one box covers 0·5m 2 area)

lb 6101 white
bevelled edge tiles
75 x 75mm
(one box covers 0·5m 2 area)

lb 6130 white
bevelled edge tiles
100 x 200mm
(one box covers 0·5m 2 area)

lb 6131 white
bevelled edge tiles
100 x 100mm
(one box covers 0·5m 2 area)

lb 6150 white

previous pages

flat tiles

and above

( metro tile as

metropole basin
lb 7303 with ceramic

above without

lever tap and pop-up

bevel )
75 x 150mm

waste wl 1224 shown

(one box covers 0·5m 2 area)

with metropole
lb 6151 white

pedestal lb 7304

PHOTOGRAPHY BY ANTHONY PERKINS

flat tiles

W615 x D500 x H880mm

75 x 75mm

also available lb 7301

(one box covers 0·5m 2 area)

one tap hole basin
lb 6180 white

and lb 7302 two tap

flat tiles

hole basin

100 x 200mm

connaught soap
holder and ceramic
dish lb 4505

(one box covers 0·5m 2 area)

the lefroy brooks
classic water closet
and bidet which

connaught china mug

form part of this

and holder lb 4502

suite of sanitaryware

connaught tilting

may be seen on

mirror lb 4509

pages 12 and 13

lb 6181 white
flat tiles
100 x 100mm
(one box covers 0·5m 2 area)

finishes – silver nickel,
chrome, antique gold
and satin nickel.

The use of trademarks, product design and artwork is subject to licence or agreement with Christo A. Lefroy Brooks. The design
registrations, trademark registrations and copyrights are protected by law and the use or reproduction outside the terms of an agreement is prohibited.
The right to modify designs and dimensions is reserved.
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